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Reflections

A series of insights from our day to day practice

STARTING WITH 'WHY?'
Often we focus on how to measure, but it is important to take a step back
and be clear about the purpose of our work - what we are trying to
achieve? - before we think about measurement. Here Andrew Steenson of
Belfast Health Development Unit and Nicola McIldoon of CENI reflect on
the importance of starting by asking Why?

Active Belfast
In 2011, Belfast Strategic Partnership
brought together stakeholders from the
statutory, voluntary and community
sectors to establish the Active Belfast
Partnership. Its aim is that ‘people in
Belfast will live active and healthy lives’ by
‘working together to inspire more people
to be more active, more often’.
In 2017, the Partnership agreed a new
strategy for physical activity in Belfast.
‘Get Active Belfast’ recognises that getting
people involved in physical activity
requires a collaborative approach which
embraces education, transport, planning,
public health, community development
and sport. The strategy includes a series
of ‘pledges’ and partners have committed
to developing and delivering action plans
to take these forward.

Download the report:
http://www.makinglifebettertogether.co
m/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/GetActive-Belfast-WEB.pdf

Andrew: What we wanted

Nicola: How we approached
this

We had already identified the priority
areas and high-level indicators for ‘Get
Active Belfast’. These were around
things like increasing the skills of
people working in the physical activity
sector, increasing the quality and
accessibility of places to be active and
promoting the benefits amongst
people living in the city.

Before thinking about measurement,
first we had to clarify what Get Active
Belfast is ultimately trying to achieve,
its intended outcomes and impacts
and its contribution to policy goals.

We wanted to build on this and
establish a measurement framework for
the strategy. We envisaged having a
series of more detailed indicators linked
to the strategic priorities, and then
gathering the evidence we needed –
either from existing sources or through
the development of new tools.
We needed to be able to demonstrate
the success of Get Active Belfast and
show how it contributes to the ‘Belfast
Agenda’ - the community plan for the
city, which has its own outcomes and
indicators and in turn is aligned with
the Northern Ireland Programme for
Government. We wanted to show that
what we are doing is part of a bigger
picture.
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The partners were coming from
different agencies and organisations,
each with their own strategies and
plans, so we had to be very focused on
what was the ‘added value’ of them
working collaboratively, and how this
would contribute to increased physical
activity.We also had to bear in mind
that the rationale behind Get Active
Belfast is to increase participation by
under-represented groups, with a
longer term aspiration of addressing
inequalities in health. But we had to
be realistic about how much change
would be attributable to ‘Get Active
Belfast’, and how much it would
simply contribute to.
Finally, given the sheer scale and
diversity of physical activity provision
across the private, public and
voluntary sectors, it would be
impossible to measure this in its
entirety. It was agreed that in the first
instance, the focus would be on
publicly-funded provision.
Peeling back these layers of
complexity allowed us to get a clear
focus and develop a theory of change
and outcomes framework for Get
Active Belfast. It was only at this stage
that we were able to develop a set of
detailed indicators and identify the
types of evidence which would be
needed to measure the success of the
initiative.

Andrew: What we gained
We found it useful to step back from
measurement and refine our
thinking about what success looks
like for ‘Get Active Belfast’.
As a partnership, we all have different
perspectives and expectations, so this
helped to draw out some of those
and arrive at a clearer picture of what
can actually be done.
It was also important for us to
understand the difference between
contribution and attribution. The
initiative on its own will not stop
obesity, for example, but increasing
opportunities for people to take part
in physical activity may contribute to
some changes in their behaviour.
The theory of change helped us make
the connections between Get Active
Belfast’s strategic priorities, its
deliverable outcomes and the

longer-term impacts. This has
provided a good basis for agreeing
what we should measure and
how.
Working together on the
framework has identified that the
partners are already collecting lots
of evidence, so it has got us
thinking about how we can share
or add to what we’ve got before
investing time or resources in
developing new approaches.
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We provide training, support and consultancy to help with:
Outcomes planning
Collecting and making use of data
Communicating outcomes, impact and learning
Using findings to improve and develop
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